Kelly, readers! This is Madyson Fitzgerald with your first Stateline Daily, of February —

One-on-one outreach shows promise in cutting school absenteeism

One-on-one connection is key to fighting school absenteeism, education workers say, but it’s painstaking and requires funds and commitment. Some states are spending more money or implementing programs to tackle absenteeism across the country,
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MADISON — A group of California lawmakers is building consensus for Black reparations bills with a bill that would compensate Black individuals or their beneficiaries for the centuries of slavery, labor exploitation, wage theft and police violence.

COURT BACKLOGS: South Dakota's legislative session marks a team of briefing distances, with the state’s chief justice, the attorney general and the Department of Health and Human Services to help end a backlog of criminal cases across the state. At least 11,600
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Thanks so much for reading today's edition of Stateline Daily. Enjoy your Thursday!

Support one-of-a-kind journalism

with a tax-deductible donation to Stateline.
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Thanks for being here and reading today's edition of Stateline Daily. Enjoy your Thursday!